JEWISH CEMETERY SCHOPFLOCH (BAVARIA)

LEGIBLE GRAVE INSCRIPTIONS (ca 1850 - 1937) \hspace{1cm} VERSION 15

Basic data compiled by Angelika Brosig (angelikabrosig@aol.com) in 2006/2007
in cooperation with Rolf Hofmann (harburgproject@aol.com)

Additional data by Angelika Brosig from community death records of Schopfloch (starting 1876)
plus Dietrich Weiss "Geschichte der juedischen Gemeinde von Feuchtwangen"
plus Wolfgang Hammerl's draft on "Juden in Dinkelsbuehl 1862 - 1938"
plus Karl Ernst Stimpfli's transcriptions of various records of Nuernberg State Archives holdings

Further details of vital records gathered by Rolf Hofmann from 19 th century vital records provided by Association of Bavarian Jewish Communities in Munich + various other sources like tax lists etc

List may contain errors due to difficult legibility of some of the grave inscriptions.

Difficulties in gathering vital records are mainly based on two major facts: As this cemetery was a central burial ground for the Jewish communities of Schopfloch, Feuchtwangen, Moenchsroth, Unterdeufstetten and Wittelshofen, research activities must cover four different collections of vital records. On the other hand Jews in Schopfloch during the 1700s were subjects of two ruling parties = the Prince of Oettingen-Spielberg and the Margrave of Ansbach. Also here tax lists of both rulers must be checked to reveal the ancestors who had lived before 1813, when the Bavarian King ordered Jews to adopt family names. Before that the affiliation of persons to a special family was difficult to find out because of lacking family names. Jews then had their traditional "patronymics" instead = own given name + father's name in second place.

Originally Schopfloch was the burialground for even more Jewish communities like Hengstfeld + Michelbach/Luecke + Schwaebsich Hall + Steinbach + Wiesenbach (all of them until 1809), Crailsheim + Goldbach (both until 1840).

additional data in blue color came from David Shapiro (Jerusalem) from translation of Hebrew grave inscriptions
(names on grave inscriptions are written in traditional manner and therefore are different from everyday names of the deceased)

additional remarks in red by Rolf Hofmann indicate speculative, uncertain or incomplete research findings

---

ROW 1

0001 - Adolf Eppstein  
(born as Abraham)  merchant in Feuchtwangen - in company with Max Holzinger

born 23 Sep 1863 in Moenchsroth

died 13 Feb 1937 in Feuchtwangen

son of Simon Eppstein (grave 0316) + wife Sophie nee Regensburger

husband of Emma Eppstein - grave 0007

their son Siegfried Eppstein (2 Oct 1895 Feuchtwangen - 22 May 1942 Majdanek) lived in Munich since 1935 and married Henriette nee Saal (20 Jan 1902 Munich - 1942 Piaski)

0002 - Hannchen Kuenzelsauer

nee Schiller

born 14 May 1868 in Braunsbach

died 06 Nov 1936 in Dinkelsbuehl

daughter of merchant Isaac Schiller + wife Frieda nee Adler in Braunsbach

wife of butcher & cattle dealer Felix Kuenzelsauer (21 Aug 1866 in Unterdeufstetten - 01 Feb 1940 Munich)

he had lived in Dinkelsbuehl since 1912 and moved to Munich in 1938

he was a son of Gabriel Kuenzelsauer (grave 0188) + wife Fanny nee Schlachter

for foto of Felix Kuenzelsauer see Memorial Book on Munich Jews (page 755), published by Munich City Archive

0003 - Emma Herold

nee Block - Esther = widow of Moshe Herold

born 20 Nov 1850 in Schopfloch

died 22 Jul 1936 in Jewish hospital Fuerth after 4 weeks illness

daughter of Josef Block + wife Malie nee Pappenheimer - graves 0272 + 0195

widow of Moriz Herold - grave 0034

sister of Aron Block - grave 0044

0004 - Berta Schlossberger

born 07 Jan 1864 in Heiligenstadt

died 11 May 1936 in Dinkelsbuehl

daughter of Jakob Strauss + wife Karoline nee Satzmann in Heiligenstadt

wife of Sigmund Schlossberger (born 20 Nov 1863 in Wachbach near Mergentheim as son of Josef Schlossberger + wife Babette nee Levi)

Sigmund Schlossberger moved to Frankfurt/Main in 1938

0005 - Leopold Strauss

from Moenchsroth - son of Jehuda Zvi Strauss

born 11 Feb 1856 in Gissigheim (Baden)

died 19 Nov 1934 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Loeb Hirsch Strauss + wife Jachet nee Haas
husband of Maria nee Mayer - grave 0016

Leopold + Maria Strauss moved from Moenchsroth to Dinkelsbuehl in 1930

0006 - Lina Herold
born 28 Nov 1888 in Schopfloch
died 29 Jul 1934 in Schopfloch
+ Ferdinand Herold  butcher in Schopfloch
  (wounded soldier of WW I)
born 09 Mar 1891 in Schopfloch
died 22 Dec 1934 in Schopfloch

Lina + Ferdinand were siblings, both were children of Moritz + Emma Herold  (graves 0034 + 0003)

0007 - Emma Eppstein nee Holzinger   - daughter of Vogele
born 07 Feb 1868 in Feuchtwangen
died 21 Okt 1933 in Feuchtwangen
dughter of Hirsch + Fanni Holzinger
wife of Adolf Eppstein - grave 0001

0008 - inscription plate missing  ??  Salomon Schulmann from Moenchsroth (ca 1845 - 22 Aug 1933)  ??

0009 - Samuel Stern  (master tanner & trader in Feuchtwangen)
born 12 May 1855 in Feuchtwangen
died 23 Jun 1933 in Feuchtwangen
son of Simon Stern + wife Hanna nee Bernheimer - graves 0216 + 0084
+ Samuel Stern’s wife =
  Fanny Stern nee Gutmann
born 20 Mar 1861 in Hainsfarth
died 21 Feb 1936 in Feuchtwangen
daughter of Abraham Joseph Gutmann + wife Jette nee Steiner

0010 - Melitta Ansbacher  from Schopfloch
born 04 Okt 1905, died 25 May 1933 in Dinkelsbuehl hospital
unmarried daughter of Salomon Ansbacher (grave 0018) + wife Getta nee Stern
her grandmother = Sophie Stern - grave 0033

0011 - Roesle Stern
born 12 Jun 1864 in Niederstetten
died 12 May 1933 in Schopfloch
unmarried daughter of Jacob Stern + wife Sara nee Gideon (both moved from Niederstetten to Schopfloch)
aunt of Victoria Gold from Schopfloch who had married Alfred Cahn (both became victims of Shoah)

0012 - David Levite  (twin grave, only one side occupied)
born 24 Jun 1879 in Moenchsroth
died 04 Dec 1932 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Lazarus Levite + wife Jette nee Loewenstein
husband of Sara nee Meyer who went to Khenhausen in 1935 and became a victim of Shoah ("disappeared" in Piaski)

0013 - Senta Hamburger  from Dinkelsbuehl
born 29 Jun 1929, died 02 Dec 1932
daughter of Emil + Lina Hamburger in Dinkelsbuehl
granddaughter of Robert + Helene Hamburger in Dinkelsbuehl

0014 - Samuel Oppenheimer  master baker in Feuchtwangen until 1896 - merchant since then
born 14 Jan 1856 in Feuchtwangen
died 19 Nov 1932 in Feuchtwangen
son of Moses Oppenheimer + wife Fanny nee Gutmann
+ Samuel Oppenheimer’s wife =
  Bertha Oppenheimer nee Frankenheimer
born 02 Aug 1861 Gochsheim (near Schweinfurt)
died 30 Aug 1933 in Bopfingen (near Noerdlingen)

0015 - inscription plate missing  ??  Gustav Gutmann from Feuchtwangen (ca 1871 - 1 Aug 1932)  ??

0016 - Maria Strauss nee Mayer   - Miriam = wife of Asher Strauss
born 02 Mar 1853 in Moenchsroth
died 26 Dec 1931 died in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Hirsch Mayer + wife Sara nee Mueller
wife of Leopold Strauss - grave 0005

0017 - Simon Bravmann  from Wittelschoven   - son of Schmuel
born 02 Feb 1892, died 25 Dec 1931 in Dinkelsbuehl hospital
son of Samuel Bravmann + wife Bertha nee Weinschenk - grave 0046

0018 - Salomon Ansbacher  - son of Moshe
born 15 Sep 1856 in Schopfloch
husband of Getta nee Stern from Pflaumloch (her mother = grave 0033)
son of Moses Salomon Ansbacher + wife Sophia nee Pappenheimer
father of Melitta Ansbacher - grave 0010

died 25 Sep 1931 in Schopfloch

0019 - Adolf Wachsmann (born as Aron) master tailor in Feuchtwangen
born 10 Jan 1877 in Feuchtwangen
died 26 Apr 1931 in Feuchtwangen
son of Markus Wachsmann + wife Lina nee Herschander - graves 0059 + 0042

0020 - Arthur Levite from Dinkelsbuehl
born 29 Jan 1920, died 18 Okt 1930
son of Heinrich Levite + wife Sara nee Heumann

0021 - Max Rosenfeld - son of Chaim Aryeh
born 02 Nov 1845 in Mixstadt (Posen District - now Poland)
died 19 Sep 1930 Feuchtwangen

0022 - Abraham Neumann
born 02 Nov 1845 in Mixstadt (Posen District - now Poland)
died 19 Sep 1930 Feuchtwangen
his son Leo Neumann (born 07 Jan 1895 in Mixstadt) was the last hazzan of Feuchtwangen until 1937 - died in Auschwitz

0023 - Lisette Elkan nee Monheimer
born 09 Dez 1846 in Wittelshofen
died 06 Apr 1930 in Wittelshofen

0024 - Jette Levite nee Loewenstein
donor of Isaak Loewenstein + wife Helene nee Levi
deceived 0074

0025 - Karolina Oppenheimer nee Silbermann from Feuchtwangen - Kela = daughter of Yehuda
born 25 Oct 1864 in Walsdorf near Bamberg
died 23 Jun 1930 in Bechhofen
wife of Leopold Oppenheimer - grave 0073

0026 - Loeb Bergmann (cattle dealer in Feuchtwangen) - son of Shraga Zvi Halevi
born 09 Apr 1860 in Voelkersleier near Bad Kissingen
died 02 Jan 1930 in Feuchtwangen
husband of Mina nee Oppenheimer (09 Jun 1881 Feuchtwangen - 07 Oct 1937 Amsterdam)
twin grave - right side not occupied
Loeb Bergmann probably was a brother of Jeanette Bergmann - grave 0066
Loeb + Mina Bergmann produced a son Fritz Bergmann (born 1888 in Feuchtwangen)
who married Kaethe Sondhelm (born 21 Jan 1893 in Klenlangheim)
couple lived in Nuernberg and was deported to Auschwitz, where they died in 1942
another child of Loeb + Mina Bergmann was Betty Bergmann (born ca 1890 in Feuchtwangen)
who married NN Wolff (couple emigrated to New York)

0027 - broken monument (inscription plate missing)

0028 - Emilie Froehlich
born 03 May 1842 in Schwaebsich Hall, where her parents had lived 1841 - 1844
died 21 Mar 1829 in Schopfloch
daughter of soap cook Salomon Hirsch Froehlich + wife Karoline in Aufhausen
she had been divorced from her husband Baruch Braun in Niederstetten
her son-in-law was teacher Meier Rosenstein in Schopfloch
her sister was Mina Froehlich - grave 0047

0029 - Jakob Gunzenhaeuser farmer & cattle dealer in Feuchtwangen until 1893 - wine & hop trader since 1890 together with Max Ullmann
born 17 Feb 1836 in Feuchtwangen
died 18 Feb 1929 in Feuchtwangen
son of David Jacob Gunzenhaeuser + wife Amalie nee Weihermann
husband of Jette nee Gutmann (born 15 Jul 1852 in Oberdorf - moved to Munich in 1936)
brother of Bernhard Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0157
brother of Josef Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0179
0030 - Zilli Jericho nee Obermeyer
born 14 Oct 1849 in Steinhart
died 19 Oct 1928 in Schopfloch
daughter of Meyer Obermeyer + wife Sara nee Oberdorfer
widow of Nathan Jericho (4 Apr 1844 - 28 Jun 1919) in Schopfloch

0031 - inscription plate missing

0032 - Simon Behr - son of Chaim
born 17 May 1859 in Moenchsroth
died 08 Jun 1928 in Moenchsroth
son of Heinrich Behr + first wife Klara nee Bronner
husband of first wife Frieda nee Weinmann - grave 0165
husband of second wife Mina nee Kleiber - grave 0058
(monument was destroyed by Nazis, replaced after WW II by sons Moritz + Adolf Behr, living in the USA)

0033 - Sophie Stern nee Noerdlinger
born 25 Jul 1827 in Pflaumloch
died 11 Jan 1928 in Schopfloch
widow of Alexander Stern (9 Feb 1825 - 9 Mar 1891), who had died in Pflaumloch
Sophie Stern had lived in Schopfloch since 1903
her granddaughter = Melitta Ansbacher in Schopfloch - grave 0010

0034 - Moritz Herold butcher & cattle dealer in Schopfloch - son of Avraham Halevi
born 06 Jan 1849 in Pahres near Neustadt / Aisch
died 09 Jun 1927 in Schopfloch
son of Abraham Herold + first wife Lea nee Siegeskron
husband of Emma nee Block - grave 0003
husband of Emma nee Block Pollack in Wittelshofen

0035 - Klara Pollack nee Hausmann - Keila = wife of Moshe Arye Pollack
born 20 Dec 1838 in Harburg
died 20 May 1927 in Wittelshofen
dughter of cobbler Isaac Loew Hausmann + wife Bela nee Roeder
wife of Moses Loeb Pollack in Wittelshofen

0036 - Willi Wolf Weinberger merchant in Dinkelsbuehl since 1905 - Binyomin Ze'ev = son of Yehuda
born 25 Jan 1868 in Unterdeufstetten
died 23 Apr 1927 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of cattle dealer Leopold Weinberger + second wife Amalie nee Sohn in Unterdeufstetten - grave 0207
husband of Emma nee Katzauer (born 24 Aug 1866 in Untergimpern near Heilbronn as daughter of Wolf Katzauer + wife Babette)
Emma Weinberger moved to Obergimpern in 1938, later was deported to Gurs in France, where she died on 12 Jul 1943

0037 - Louise Behr nee Krauss from Moenchsroth - Leah
28 Aug 1867 - 15 Feb 1927
wife of Abraham Behr - grave 0061

0038 - Julius Sommer (teacher in Wittelshofen since 1895)
born 16 Oct 1855 in Hoechheim
died 27 Dec 1926 in Wittelshofen
probably son of weaver Moses Sommer + wife Karoline nee Sommer in Hoechheim ?
husband of Marianne Sommer - grave 0062

0039 - Sophie Haehnlein nee Brueckmann - wife of Moshe Haehnlein
born 10 Apr 1863
died 12 Sep 1926 in Schopfloch
wife of Moses Haehnlein

0040 - only base monument available

0041 - inscription plate missing

0042 - Lina Wachsmann nee Herschander - daughter of Taube
born 16 May 1847 in Neusandez (Galicia - today Poland)
died 13 Jun 1926 in Feuchtwangen
wife of goldsmith Markus Wachsmann - grave 0059
mother of Adolf Wachsmann - grave 0019

0043 - Fanni Koch nee Gutmann
born 26 Aug 1850 in Hainsfarth
died 23 Jan 1926 in Feuchtwangen
daughter of Moses Loeb Gutmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann
wife of Abraham Koch (6 Oct 1842 Moenchsroth - ca 1904 Dinkelsbuehl ?)
Abraham Koch was a son of Israel Hirsch Koch + wife Breindel/Babette nee Thormann - graves 0220 + 0241
son Hugo Koch (26 Aug 1875 Moenchsroth - 1942) was deported to Theresienstadt in 1942, died in Treblinka
married 9 May 1909 in Milbertshofen (Munich) Charlotte nee Koch (died 24 Dec 1925 in Vienna / Austria)
0044 - Aron Block
born 17 Apr 1855 in Schopfloch
died 05 Jun 1925 in Schopfloch
son of Josef Block + wife Mali nee Pappenheimer - graves 0272 + 0195
husband of Bertha nee Gutmann (18 Oct 1861 Heidenheim - 25 Sep 1935 Goepppingen)
father of David + Julius + Philip Block in Goepppingen - (plus Hedwig + Josef - grave 0339)
the three sons owned a lingerie factory in Goepppingen until the 1930s = "Gebrueder Block" (= "Block Brothers")

0045 - Hannchen Rosenthal nee Huchberger
born 12 or 31 Dec 1874 in Huettenheim
died 01 Jul 1924 in Wittelshofen
wife of Josef Rosenthal (born 22 Aug 1865 in Liedolsheim/Baden as son of Emanuel Rosenthal + wife Babette nee Weil)
who died on 11 Dec 1939 in Lyon (France) where his daughters Gertrude + Ida lived with their families
Gertrud and Ida got married in 1946/1937 and moved to Lyon (France) - Julius got married in 1949 in Dijon (France) but died in Baden-Baden

0046 - Bertha Bravmann nee Weinschenk - Beila
born 25 Jan 1858 in Windsbach
died 23 Jun 1923 in Wittelshofen (living in Unteraltertheim before)
widow of cattle dealer Samuel Bravmann in Unteraltertheim near Wuerzburg
mother of butcher Samuel Bravmann (10 Feb 1894 Unteraltertheim - ca 1942/43 Auschwitz)
who married on 21 May 1921 in Wittelshofen Martha nee Winter (1 Aug 1900 Wittelshofen - ca 1942/43 Auschwitz)
another son of Bertha Bravmann was Simon Bravmann - grave 0017

0047 - Mina Froehlich (called Wilhelmine) - Mindel (unmarried)
born March 1844 in Aufhausen
died 06 Jun 1923 in Schopfloch
she had moved from Aufhausen to Schopfloch in 1910
unmarried daughter of soap cook Salomon Hirsch Froehlich + wife Karoline
sister of Emilie Froehlich - grave 0028

0048 - Babette Gallinger nee Bonne
born 12 Jun 1842 in Cronheim
died 17 Mar 1923 in Wittelshofen
wife of Joseph Gallinger in Wittelshofen (who died before 1923)

0049 - no inscription visible ??? Sara Stern (ca 1834 - 08 Jan 1923) from Schopfloch, widow of Jakob Stern - grave 0052

0050 - Sigmund Levite
born 28 Dec 1868 in Moenchsroth
died 17 Jun 1922 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Salomon Levite + wife Hanna nee Levite
husband of Lina nee Bernheimer (born 19 Aug 1874 Ichenhausen), who emigrated to New York in 1934
couple got married on 14 Jun 1897 in Moenchsroth and moved to Dinkelsbuehl in 1911

0051 - inscription illegible (except Hebrew death date ?) ??? Johanna Winter (ca 1848 - 22 Mar 1922) from Wittelshofen

0052 - inscription illegible ??? Jakob Stern (ca 1839 - 25 Feb 1922) husband of Sara Stern - grave 0049

ROW 3

0052 a - broken monument

0053 - inscription plate missing (jug decoration = member of Levi tribe)

0054 - Karoline Ascher nee Oettinger
born 27 May 1836 in Roth (Franconia)
died 06 Jan 1913 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Salomon Oettinger + wife Sara nee Hesselberger
wife of Abraham Baer Ascher in Moenchsroth (born 3 Apr 1816 - died before 1913)

0055 - no inscription visible

0056 - inscription plate missing

0057 - Robert Hamburger merchant in Dinkelsbuehl since 1875
born 10 Feb 1844 in Schopfloch
died 31 Mar 1921 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Moses Hamburger + wife Lea nee Neustaedtel
husband of Helene nee Hess (15 Mar 1854 Aufhausen - 05 Mar 1907 Dinkelsbuehl)

0058 - Mina Behr nee Kleiber
born 24 Mar 1871 in Moenchsroth?
died 02 Mar 1921 in Moenchsroth
second wife of Simon Behr - grave 0032
(grave monument replaced by sons Moritz + Adolf Behr in USA after destruction bei Nazis)

0059 - Markus Wachsmann  goldsmith in Feuchtwangen  ... Mordechai = son of Avraham  (died 1921/1923 ?)
born 06 Mar 1846 in Neusandez (Galicia, now Poland)
died 09 Jan 1921 in Feuchtwangen
son of Abraham Wachsmann
husband of Lina nee Herschander - grave 0042
couple had a son Hermann Wachsmann (born 4 Dec 1874)
another son was Adolf (born Aron) Wachsmann (10 Jan 1877 - 26 Apr 1931) - he became a master tailor in Feuchtwangen
a third son was Josef Wachsmann (5 Feb 1882 - 15 Oct 1979) - he became a teacher and emigrated to Lisboa (Portugal)

0060 - Isak Jordan  butcher in Wittelshofen
born 09 Apr 1852 in Wittelshofen
died 03 Nov 1920 in Wittelshofen
son of Loeb Hirsch Jordan + wife Besele nee Fuchs
husband of Regina nee Rosenbaum - grave 0070

0061 - Abraham Behr
born 13 Aug 1864 in Moenchsroth
died 03 Apr 1920 in Moenchsroth
son of Heinrich Behr + first wife Klara nee Bronner
husband of Louise nee Krauss - grave 0037

0062 - Marianne Sommer  nee Froehlich  from Wittelshofen
11 Nov 1861 - 24 März 1920
wife of teacher Julius Sommer - grave 0038

0063 - broken monument  ???  Nathan Jericho  (died 28 Jun 1919)  from Schopfloch  ???

0064 - Hessel Koch  merchant in Moenchsroth
born 07 Feb 1836 in Moenchsroth
died 20 Sep 1918 in Moenchsroth
son of Israel Hirsch Koch + wife Brendel nee Thormann
husband of Regina Schulmann (13 Jan 1860 - 27 Apr 1890) from Moenchsroth
= daughter of Simon Schulmann + wife Brendel nee Baer

0065 - inscription plate missing  ???  Amalie Schloss (ca 1848 - 16 Jul 1918) from Moenchsroth - a teacher's widow  ???

0066 - Jeanette Bergmann  -  Sprinz = daughter of Shraga Zvi Bergmann  (died 26 Iyar 677 at age 62)
born ca 1856 in Voelkersleier ?
died 18 May 1917 in Feuchtwangen
she was not married and had served as housekeeper in Feuchtwangen
probably sister of Loeb Bergmann - grave 0026

0067 - Emanuel Jordan  cattle dealer in Dinkelsbuehl  -  Menachem = son of Yitzchok Jordan
born 21 May 1858 in Wittelshofen
died 27 Apr 1917 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Isaak Mendel Jordab + wife Brendel nee Thormann
husband of Johanna nee Elkam (born 04 Jan 1866 in Moenchsroth) = daughter of Benjamin Elkam + wife Mali nee Baer

0068 - Mascha Levit  nee Diemant  (grave inscription reads "Sara Mariaschke Levit")
born 20 Apr .... ?
died 25 Apr 1917 in Feuchtwangen
widow of teacher Samuel Levit - grave 0090

0069 - Amalie Waker  nee Loewenhaupt  -  Meila = wife of Menachem Waker
born 17 Jul 1868 in Obernbreit
died 07 Mar 1917 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of cattle dealer Josef Loewenhaupt + wife Mathilde nee Massbacher in Obernbreit
wife of Emanuel Waker (born 13 Nov 1862 in Schopfloch as son of Isaak Waker + wife Fritzi nee Jordan) - see graves 0108 + 0153
couple had lived in Dinkelsbuehl since before 1899, Emanuel Waker moved to Munich in 1918
(monument by stonemason H Seufert in Nuernberg)

0070 - Regina Jordan  nee Rosenbaum  -  Reichla = wife of Yitzchok Jordan
born (when ?)
died 27 Feb 1917 in Wittelshofen
daughter of Isaak Rosenbaum + wife Henriette nee Uhlfelder
wife of Isaak Jordan - grave 0060

0071 - Mathilde Braun  from Moenchsroth  -  Madel = daughter of Gela
30 Apr 1848 - died 24 Nov 1916

0072 - Lina Altmann  nee Wiederschein  -  Keila
born 05 Mar 1860 in Fuert

died 21 Nov 1916 in Schopfloch
daughter of wood merchant Amschel Wiederschein in Fuert (1817-1869) + wife Babette nee Stern (1826-1895)
second wife of Wolf Altmann - grave 0077
his first wife was Therese Ansbower from Leutershausen (ca 1848 - 05 Nov 1885)
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0073 - Leopold Oppenheimer master tanner & leather trader - Yehuda = son of Moshe Halevi
born 20 Jul 1855 in Feuchtwangen
died 14 Nov 1916 in Feuchtwangen
son of Moses Oppenheimer + wife Fanny nee Gutmann
husband of Karolina nee Silbermann (25 Oct 1864 Walsdorf near Bamberg - 23 Jun 1930 Bechhofen) - grave 0025
father of Max Oppenheimer - grave 0081

0074 - Lazarus Levi - Eliezer = son of David Halevi
born 14 Dec 1848 in Moenchsroth
died 28 Apr 1916 in Moenchsroth
master tanner in Moenchsroth
son of David Loew Levi + wife Sara nee Berliner
husband of Jette Loewenstein (born 22 May 1847 in Ladenbach as daughter of Isaac + Helena Loewenstein)

0075 - Karoline Behr nee Baer  - Keila
born 17 Jul 1836 in Hainsfarth
died 08 Jan 1916 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Abraham Baer + wife Tolda + Heimann in Hainsfarth
she had first married Samson Kirchdoerfer in Wallerstein
as a widow she remarried on 16 Jan 1867 Heinrich (Hajum) Behr in Moenchsroth (16 Jan 1833 - 12 Jun 1913)

0076 - Lina Hamburger nee Heimann - Leah = wife of Moshe Levi Hamburger
born 20 Oct 1876 in Oberdorf
died 28 Nov 1915 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Uria Heimann + wife Klothilde + Gruensfelder in Oberdorf
wife of Moritz Hamburger who moved to Pforzheim in 1925 and was deported to Gurs in France, where he died in 1940

0077 - Wolf Altmann cap maker in Schopfloch (longtime head of Jewish community)
born 13 Mar 1840 in Schopfloch
died 20 Oct 1915 in Schopfloch
son of David Altmann + wife Miriam nee Ansbacher
husband (1) of Theresa Altmann nee Ansbacher (1848 Leutershausen - 05 Nov 1885 Schopfloch)
husband (2) of Lina nee Wiederschein - grave 0072
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0078 - inscription illegible ??? Jetta Lippmann (ca 1848 - 01 Jul 1915) from Wittelshofen ???

0079 - Nathan Heiligenbrunn merchant in Schopfloch
born 16 Aug 1845 in Pahres
died 30 Jun 1915 in Schopfloch
son of Simon Heiligenbrunn + wife Lea nee Siegeskron
husband of Babette nee Wertheimer (ca 1839 Schopfloch - 28 Apr 1891 Schopfloch)

0080 - Gustav Mayer from Moenchsroth - Gavriel
08 Sep 1903 - 18 Jun 1915
son of Julius Mayer

0081 - Max Oppenheimer - Moshe = son of Yehuda
born 15 Jun 1895 in Feuchtwangen
died 20 Jan 1915 in Montigny / France (died from typhoid fever in a military hospital during WW I)
son of Leopold + Karoline Oppenheimer - graves 0073 + 0025

0082 - Helene Block nee Stettauer from Schopfloch
born 25 Mar 1837 in Treuchtlingen
died 26 Aug 1914 in Fuhrth (died in hospital)
daughter of David Jacob Stettauer + wife Fegele
second wife of confectioner Mayer Block (12 Oct 1812 Bechhofen - 23 Jun 1882 Schopfloch)
Mayer Block had first married Roesle nee Block (17 Aug 1808 - 2 Dec 1872) - grave 0321
Fanny Stettauer (grave 0198) was the wife of Helene's uncle Joseph Jacob Stettauer in Treuchtlingen

0083 - inscription illegible ??? Falk Winter (ca 1848 - 08 Apr 1914) from Wittelshofen ???

0084 - Johanna Stern nee Bernheimer
born 24 Jan 1829 in Schopfloch
died 26 Nov 1914 in Feuchtwangen
daughter of Moses Samuel Bernheimer + wife Karoline nee Hamburger
widow of Simon Stern in Feuchtwangen - grave 0216

0085 - inscription illegible

0086 - Sigmund Heiligenbrunn - Shimon
born 30 Nov 1873 in Schopfloch
died 24 Nov 1913 in Schopfloch
son of Nathan Heiligenbrunn + wife Babette nee Wertheimer
husband of Klara Heiligenbrunn nee Guldmann (born 12 Aug 1874 in Harburg as daughter of Samuel + Malka Guldmann)

0087 - Jette Eppstein nee Maier
born 04 Feb 1855 in Unterdeufstetten
died 06 Jul 1913 in Crailsheim
daughter of Wolf Maier + wife Klara nee Kueenzelsauer
first wife of Moritz Eppstein in Crailsheim (8 Dec 1861 Moenchsroth - 1 Jan 1943 Theresienstadt)
she married him as widow of teacher Moses Oppenheim in Ostoffen / Alsace
Moritz Eppstein was a son of Simon Eppstein (grave 0316) and a brother of Samuel Eppstein (grave 0375)

0088 - inscription plate missing  ???  Heyum Behr  (ca 1833 - 12 Jun 1913 from Moenchsroth  ???
0089 - inscription illegible  ???  Heinrich Koch  (ca 1885 - 09 Jun 1913) from Moenchsroth  - died in Feuchtwangen  ???
0090 - Samuel Levit hazzan and teacher in Feuchtwangen
born 15 Jan 1841 in Grodno (White Russia)
died 29 May 1913 in Feuchtwangen
husband of Mascha nee Diemant - grave 0068

ROW 4

0091 - Loeb Elkan
born 03 Apr 1835 in Moenchsroth
died 02 Dec 1912 in Wittelshofen
husband of Lisette nee Monheimer - grave 0023

0092 - Moses Ansbacher
born 18 Sep 1818 in Schopfloch
died 08 Feb 1901 in Schopfloch
son of Salomon Moses Ansbacher + wife Minkele nee Weil
husband of Sophia nee Pappenheimer from Schopfloch (7 Sep 1827 - 3 Mar 1913)
father of Salomon Ansbacher  - grave 0018

0093 - Jakob Lippmann from Wittelshofen
born ca 1857, died 28 Oct 1912

0094 - inscription illegible

0095 - Amalie Hamburger nee Neumark  - Matel = wife of Pinchas Levi
born 16 Jul 1834 in Georgensmunnd
died 31 Mar 1912 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Abraham + Guetel Neumark
second wife of Seligmann Hamburger - grave 0125

0096 - Babette Westheimer nee Levi from Feuchtwangen  - Bela = wife of Yeshaia
08 Mar 1848 - 20 Dec 1910
wife of Simon Westheimer  - grave 0103

0097 - inscription illegible

0098 - only monument base available

0099 - inscription illegible

0100 - Samuel Herbst
born 6 Nov 1831 in Schopfloch
died 07 Oct 1909 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Bernhard Herbst + wife Fradel nee Bach
husband of Jette nee Linz  (9 Aug 1834 - 27 Jun 1914)  - buried in Laupheim
Samuel Herbst was a stocking-weaver in Schopfloch since 1859
his son Bernhard Herbst (1 Jan 1866 Schopfloch - 28 Nov 1942 Theresienstadt) lived in Noerdlingen since 1893
and on 24 May 1894 got married to Lotte Schopflocher (23 Sep 1865 Fuerth - 17 May 1941 Noerdlingen)
(for Lotte no grave monument was ever erected)

0101 - broken monument, no inscription visible  ???  Laser Elkan  (ca 1827 - 08 Aug 1909) from Moenchsroth  ???

0102 - Jette Bischofshheimer from Feuchtwangen
born 28 Aug 1829 in Feuchtwangen
died 18 May 1909 in Feuchtwangen
unmarried daughter of Kiefe (Akiba) Bischofshheimer (grave 0403) + wife Tolz nee Steiner
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0103 - Simon Westheimer  master butcher in Feuchtwangen  - Yeshaia = son of Menachem Halevi
born 10 Mar 1847 in Merchingen (part of Ravenstein in Neckar-Odenwald District)
died 31 Jan 1909 after medical treatment in Erlangen on his way back to Feuchtwangen
husband of Babette Westheimer - grave 0096

0104 - **Fanni Baum** nee Frankenburger from Bamberg - Fradel = wife of Asher
born 20 Sep 1868 in Thuengen
died 23 Jan 1909 in Feuchtwangen
wife of Leopold Baum in Bamberg
sister-in-law of Moritz Ullmann in Feuchtwangen
(monument by stonemason Seufert in Nuernberg)

0105 - **Wolf Weismann** banker in Feuchtwangen (born Schmuel Benjamin) - Schmuel Binyomin Halevi
born 12 Jul 1829 in Feuchtwangen
died 16 Oct 1895 in Feuchtwangen
son of Hirsch Abraham Weismann (grave 0349) + wife Jochebet nee Gutmann
his first wife was Juliane nee Lang - grave 0370
his second wife was Mina (Wilhelmine) Englaender (born 28 Aug 1850 Hainsfarth, died 28 Dec 1938 Hainsfarth)
who was a daughter of Heinrich (1) Englaender + Babette nee Bachmann
memorial text:

Aufopfernd Du warst, wohltaetig und bescheiden
lebst Du als Vorbild uns, für alle kuenftige Zeiten

0106 - **Amalie Weismann** nee Aufseeser - Merla
born 15 Aug 1846 in Aufsees
died 28 Sep 1908 in Feuchtwangen
wife of Simon Weismann - grave 0130

0107 - **Heinrich Bischofsheimer** - Chaim = son of Akiva Halevi
born 28 Apr 1841 in Feuchtwangen
died 11 May 1908 in Feuchtwangen
son of Kiefe (Akiba) Bischofsheimer (grave 0403) + wife Tolz nee Steiner

0108 - **Isak Wolf Waker** - master baker in Schopfloch since 1850 - Yitzchok = son of Binyomin Ze'ev
born 12 May 1825 in Schopfloch
died 27 Apr 1908 in Dinkelsbuhel
son of Wolf Alexander Waker + wife Toelz nee Beheim
husband of Fritzie nee Jordan - grave 0153
father-in-law of Amalie Waker nee Loewenhaupt - grave 0069
(monument by stonemason Gottfried Haehnlein)

0109 - **Esther Baertig** from Schopfloch
born 02 Feb 1835 in Schopfloch
died 01 Feb 1908 in Dinkelsbuhel hospital
unmarried daughter of deceased Salomon Baertig + wife Minkel nee Eisenmann

0110 - **Amalia Elkan** nee Baer - Malka = widow of Binyomin Elkan
born 16 Sep 1834 in Hainsfarth
died 19 Jan 1908 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Abraham Baer + wife Tolz
widow of Benjamin Elkan (2 Oct 1830 - 15 Mar 1900) = son of Jacob Baer Elkan + wife Jiska nee Weissel

0111 - **Rosa Levine**
born ca 1883 in Moenchsroth
died 20 Dec 1907 in Dinkelsbuhel
unmarried daughter of Veis Levine + wife Lina nee Leiter (couple moved from Moenchsroth to Dinkelsbuhel in 1886)

0112 - no inscription visible  ??? **Joseph Schlossberger** (ca 1884 - 09 Dec 1907) from Unterdeufstetten  ???

0113 - **Elkan Obermeyer**
born 01 Mar 1834 in Moenchsroth
died 08 Nov 1907 in Moenchsroth
farmer in Moenchsroth
son of Hirsch Obermeyer + wife Sara
husband of Hanna nee Reh - grave 0124

0114 - no inscription visible

0115 - no inscription visible

0116 - no inscription visible

0117 - broken stele, inscription plate missing

0118 - no inscription visible

0119 - **Moses Elkan** farmer in Moenchsroth
born 28 Mar 1827 in Moenchsroth
died 18 Oct 1905 in Moenchsroth
son of Jakob Baer Elkan + wife Jiska nee Weissel
husband of Karoline nee Schulmann (born 26 Apr 1836 in Moenchsroth as daughter of Benjamin Schulmann + wife Jidel nee Meyer)

0120 - no inscription visible

??? Abraham Koch (6 Oct 1842 - 18 Sep 1905) from Dinkelsbuehl - born in Moenchsroth

husband of Fanny nee Gutmann - grave 0043

0121 - Babette Lehmeier nee Brunnemann
12 Dec 1826 - 29 Aug 1935 (died in Moenchsroth)
widow of Abraham Baer Lehmeier in Heidenheim (Franconia)
she had spent her final years with daughter Bertha, who had married Solomon Schulmann in Moenchsroth in 1873

0122 - Isak Ullmann from Feuchtwangen
10 May 1826 - 20 Dec 1904
text from holy scripture (in German):
Was ist der Mensch, dass Du noch seiner gedenkst?
Der Erdensohn, dass Du dich seiner annimmst? Psalm 8 V. 5

0123 - Jakob Weilhermann banker in Feuchtwangen
09 Dec 1818 - 01 Dec 1904
widower of Babette nee Bruell

0124 - Hanna Obermeyer nee Reh - Chana = wife of Elkan Obermeyer
born 18 Apr 1836 in Wassertruedingen
died 29 Sept 1904 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Moses Reh + wife Klara
wife of Elkan Obermeyer - grave 0113

0125 - Seligmann Hamburger merchant in Dinkelsbuehl - Pinchas
born 16 Nov 1830 in Schopfloch
died 22 Jun 1904 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Moses Hamburger + wife Lena nee Neustaedtel in Schopfloch
husband of first wife Hanna nee Neumark - grave 0369
husband of second wife Amalia nee Neumark - grave 0095

0126 - Fanni Oestreicher from Wittelshofen - Feigele
18 Feb 1852 - 11 Jun 1904
wife of Salomon Oestreicher

0127 - broken monument - no inscription visible

0128 - broken monument (resembles open book) - no inscription visible

0129 - twin grave - both plaques missing
(monument by stonemason Koppel Noerdlingen)

0130 - Simon Weihermann - Schmaiah
born 15 Mar 1838 in Feuchtwangen
died 17 Feb 1913 in Feuchtwangen
son of Hirsch Abraham Weihermann (grave 0349) + wife Jochebet nee Gutmann
husband of Amalie nee Aufseeser - grave 0106
son Hermann Weihermann (12 Sep 1869 Feuchtwangen - 31 May 1956 Los Angeles, California USA)
mother of Nathan Jericho (4 Apr 1844 - 28 Jun 1919) who married Zilly nee Obermeyer from Steinhart = grave 0030

0131 - Karolina Oberdorfer from Wittelshofen - Kela (died at age 51)
07 Mar 1862 - 10 Mar 1913

ROW 5

0132 - no inscription visible

0133 - Deborah Jericho nee Block
born 20 Apr 1813 in Schopfloch
died 09 Dec 1894 in Schopfloch
daughter of Feiss Nathan Block + wife Feyela nee Zahl
wife of farmer Moses Hirsch Jericho in Schopfloch (4 Feb 1805 - 28 Jan 1855)
mother of Nathan Jericho (4 Apr 1844 - 28 Jun 1919) who married Zilly nee Obermeyer from Steinhart = grave 0030

0134 - Zacharias Levi
born 04 Jan 1822 (where?)
died 04 Aug 1900 in Unterdeustetten
son of Marx Levi + wife Rebekka nee Neuberger
widower of Babette nee Dick

0135 - Babette Hess nee Ansbacher
born 16 Jun 1870 in Schopfloch
died 20 Jun 1901 in Schopfloch
doughter of Joel Ansbacher + second wife Sprinz nee Monheimer
wife of Louis Hess (7 Jul 1868 - 26 Dec 1939) from Aufhausen, who moved to Crailsheim in 1901 where he died
Louis Hess was a son of Isaac Hess + wife Bertha nee Hiller in Aufhausen near Noerdlingen

0136 - Victor Gold
born 03 Sep 1870 in Bernkastel
died 22 Sep 1901 in Schopfloch
son of Mendel Gold + wife Lena nee Klingenstein
husband of Rosalie nee Stern (31 Jul 1872 Niederstetten - 1941 Lodz) victim of Shoah
son-in-law of Jakob Stern (ca 1839 Niederstetten - 25 Feb 1922 Schopfloch),
who had married Sara Gideon (ca 1839 Muehlen/Neckar - 8 Jan 1923 Schopfloch)

0137 - no inscription visible

0138 - Lina Rosenfeld nee Arnstein
born ca June 1836 in Ansbach
died 30 Mar 1902 in Schopfloch
daughter of Nathan Arnstein + wife Julie
wife of Zadock (Zadik) Rosenfeld - grave 0146

0139 - no inscription visible

0140 - Sigmund Levite (born as Nathaniel)
born 04 Nov 1858 in Moenchsroth
died 09 Jul 1902 in Moenchsroth
son of Elkan Levite + wife Sara nee Ballenberger
husband of Clothilde nee Loewenstein (14 Jul 1865 - 25 Jul 1934), who died in Munich and was buried in Noerdlingen

0141 - Simon Berlinger
born ca 1815 (where ?)
died 19 Mar 1900 in Moenchsroth (had lived in Unterdeufstetten before)
son of Benjamin Berlinger + wife Roes nee Kahn
husband of Bertha nee Lauchheimer who had died before 1900
Simon had a sister Babette Berlinger (21 Aug 1821 - 24 Apr 1901) - her grave is unknown

0142 - .... ? from Schopfloch

0143 - Bertha Gutmann nee Frankenthal - Breindel = wife of Wolf Gutmann
born 16 Jan 1834 in Fuerth
died 05 May 1903 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Marx Frankenthal + wife Babette
wife of Wolf Gutmann - grave 0148

0144 - Rochem Ansbacher bag maker in Schopfloch
born 04 Aug 1811 in Schopfloch
died 21 Jul 1900 in Schopfloch
son of cattle dealer Abraham Moises Ansbacher (born 1779) + wife Meyla (born 1783)
husband of Fanni nee Michelbacher from Oettingen (7 Feb 1812 - 20 Mar 1852)
= daughter of Jakob Nathan + Adelheid Michelbacher in Oettingen
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0145 - Moses Mayer from Moenchsroth - Moshe Meyer Segal
born 15 Apr 1828 in Moenchsroth
died 11 Mar 1900 in Schopfloch
husband of Pauline (Blum) nee Deuenbacher (29 Nov 1828 - 25 Jan 1906) who lived since 1900 with her son Julius Mayer in Frankfurt/Main

0146 - Zadock Rosenfeld (also spelled “Zadik”)
born 06 Apr 1819 in Schopfloch
died 17 Feb 1900 in Schopfloch
son of Hirsch Lippmann Rosenfeld + wife Maile nee Guldmann
husband of Lina Rosenfeld nee Arnstein - grave 0138
father of Herrmann Rosenfeld - grave 0363

0147 - no inscription visible ?? Amalie Ullmann (ca 1824 - 29 Dec 1899) from Feuchtwangen - sister of Isak Ullmann - grave 0122 ??

0148 - Wolf Gutmann - Binyomin = son of Yitzchok Aharon
born 16 or 22 Oct 1822 in Moenchsroth
died 04 Nov 1899 in Moenchsroth
son of Isak Gutmann + wife Schenile
husband of Bertha nee Frankenthal - grave 0143

0149 - no inscription visible

0150 - no inscription visible

0151 - Helene Gunzenhaeuser nee Heilbronner
born 22 Sep 1830 in Ulm
died 13 Apr 1898 in Feuchtwangen
daughter of Moritz Heilbronner + wife Sara nee Heymann
wife of Bernhard Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0157
memorial text (German):
Eine Frau geschmueckt mit den Tugenden einer zaertlichen Gattin
eine treubesorgte Mutter war die Verblichene, geliebt und geehrt
von den Ihren und allen die sie kannten.
ein sanfter Tod entriss sie nur allzu bald den trau ernden Hinterbliebenen
Friede ihrer Asche
(grave monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0152 - Salomon Bischofsheimer (a widower)
born 12 Mar 1828 in Feuchtwangen
died 16 Mar 1899 in Feuchtwangen
son of Kiefe (Akiba) Bischofsheimer (grave 0403) + wife Tolz nee Steiner

0153 - Fritzie Waker nee Jordan (born as Fradel)
born 08 Apr 1826 in Wittelshofen
died 20 Feb 1899 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Mendel Loew Jordan + second wife Schendel
wife of Isak Wolf Waker - grave 0108

0154 - Fanmi Holzinger from Feuchtwangen - Feigel = daughter of Telz and wife of Naftai (who was a son of Gavriel)
ca 1839 - 25 Oct 1898
widow of Hirsch Holzinger - grave 0166
memorial text:
Du schiedest schnell
im tiefsten Schmerz liest Du verwaist uns stehen
nur ein Trost bleibt dem armen Herz
es gibt ein Wiedersehen
(monument by stonemason Koppel Nördlingen)

0155 - no inscription visible

0156 - Rose Stern
born 26 Dec 1849 in Niederstetten
died 10 Jun 1898 in Schopfloch
daughter of Samuel Stern + wife Hanna nee Rosenfeld (Hanna was born in Schopfloch)
widow of Heumann Stern - grave 0162

0157 - Bernhard Gunzenhaeuser wine merchant in Feuchtwangen
born 19 Dec 1830 in Feuchtwangen
died 02 Feb 1898 in Feuchtwangen
son of wine merchant David Jacob Gunzenhaeuser + wife Amalie nee Weiermann
husband of Helene nee Heilbronner - grave 0151
brother of Jakob Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0029
brother of Joseph Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0179
memorial text:
Ein Mann von rechtlicher, edler Denkungsart
Von freundlichem gewinnendem Wesen
war der Verblichene beliebt bei Allen
die ihn kannten. Ein treuer zaertlicher Gatte und Vater
schlug sein leider allzu frieher Tod
eine große Wunde den betrauernden Hinterbliebenen
(stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0158 - Pauline Mayer from Moenchsroth
ca 1856 - 09 Jan 1898
wife of Simon Meyer ?

0159 - Gabriel Braun from Moenchsroth
born 31 Oct 1849 in Moenchsroth
died 29 Dec 1897 in Moenchsroth
son of Moses Loeb Braun + wife Jeanette nee Engel (who was born in Wallerstein)
Gabriel Braun was married
0160 - no inscription visible
0161 - no inscription visible
0162 - Heumann Stern (born as Heyum) - son of Aron
born 06 Oct 1848 in Schopfloch
died 27 May 1897 in Schopfloch
son of Aron Stern wife Malke nee Rosenfeld - graves 0430 + 0221
husband of Rose nee Stern - grave 0156
0163 - no inscription visible

0164 - Judas Schulmann from Moenchsroth
born ca 1856, died 25 Aug 1896

0165 - Frieda Behr nee Weinmann
born 06 Nov 1869 in Altenruhr
died 03 Jul 1896 in Moenchsroth
first wife of Simon Behr - grave 0032

0166 - Hirsch Holzinger from Feuchtwangen - Naftali = son of Gavriel
13 Dec 1827 - 27 Jun 1896
son of Gabriel Meyer Holzinger
husband of Fanni - grave 0154
memorial text:
Schlummre sanft hiernieden
Oft von uns beweint
Bis des Himmels Frieden
Wieder uns vereint
0167 - inscription under heavy moss
0168 - no inscription visible

0169 - Hanna Levite nee Levite - Chana = daughter of Dovid Aryeh
born 12 Mar 1839 in Moenchsroth
died 01 Feb 1896 in Moenchsroth
daughter of David Loeb Levite + wife Sara nee Berliner
wife of Salomon (2) Levite in Moenchsroth - grave 0190

0170 - Samson Ballenberger from Unterdeuffstetten - Shamai = son of Parnas Yehuda
born 02 Apr 1822
died 15 Jan 1896 in Schopfloch
husband of Babette nee Schlossberger - grave 0171
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0171 - Babette Ballenberger nee Schlossberger from Unterdeuffstetten
12 Jan 1824 - 04 May 1902
daughter of Baruch Schlossberger + wife Fanny nee Strauss
widow of Samson Ballenberger - grave 0170
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0172 - Sigmund Stern from Feuchtwangen
born 10 Jun 1871, died 10 Sep 1897
merchant in Frankfurt/Main
son of Moritz + Fanni Stern - graves 0174 + 0173

0173 - Fanni Stern nee Reinemann from Feuchtwangen
25 May 1838 - 30 Apr 1905
wife of Moritz Stern - grave 0174
mother of Sigmund Stern - grave 0172

0174 - Moritz Stern from Feuchtwangen
05 Aug 1823 - 13 Aug 1906
husband of Fanni Stern - grave 0173
father of Sigmund Stern - grave 0172

0175 - no inscription visible

0176 - Lazarus Ansbacher - Eliezer = son of Rachum
born 20 Aug 1849 in Schopfloch
died 10 Nov 1916 in Nuernberg
son of Rochum Ansbacher + wife Fani nee Michelbacher
husband of Therese nee Ansbacher - grave 0177

0177 - Therese Ansbacher nee Ansbacher - wife of Eliezer Ansbacher
born 25 Jul 1855 in Schopfloch
died 27 May 1920 in Nuernberg
daughter of Lazarus Baer Ansbacher + wife Jeanette nee Ansbacher
wife of Lazarus Ansbacher - grave 0176
mother of Adolf Ansbacher in Ansbach
ROW 6

0178 - no inscription visible

0178 a - no inscription visible

0178 b - Bernhard Weihermann from Feuchtwangen
ca 1827 - 31 Mar 1887
he was not married

0179 - Joseph David Gunzenhaeuser wine merchant in Feuchtwangen
born 04 May 1833 in Feuchtwangen
died 09 Oct 1895 in Feuchtwangen
son of wine dealer David Jacob Gunzenhaeuser + wife Amalie Weihermann
husband of Lina nee Prager
brother of Jakob Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0029
brother of Bernhard Gunzenhaeuser - grave 0157

memorial text:
Ein Mann von edler rechtlicher Gesinnung
ein treuer Gatte, ein zaertlicher Vater
ein Freund der Armen und Bedraengten
ein Glanz seiner Gemeinde
beliebt bei allen, die ihn kannten.
ein plötzlicher Tod entriss ihn leider zu frueh seiner
betrauernden Familie.
Friede seiner Asche.

Joseph David Gunzenhaeuser was the father of Julius Gunzenhaeuser (15 Feb 1866 Feuchtwangen - 11 Mar 1936 Munich) since 1899 in Munich who married Amalie Else Schuelein (4 Apr 1875 - 25 Dec 1961 Forest Hills, New York USA) who was deported to Theresienstadt in 1942, but released in February 1945 and managed to emigrate to the USA via Switzerland
couple produced two sons =
(1) Dr jur Josef Gunzenhaeuser (6 Jul 1896 Frankfurt/Main - 1 Jul 1942 Theresienstadt)
lawyer in Munich, associated with Dr Benno Schuelein at Perusa Strasse 2
(2) Adolf Gunzenhaeuser (13 Aug 1897 Frankfurt/Main - January 1974 Flushing, Queens NY USA)

0180 - monument turned over

0181 - Meyer Stern from Feuchtwangen
20 Jan 1826 - 06 Dec 1895 (died in Nuernberg)
son of Hirsch Gabriel Stern + wife Sprinz nee Gutmann
Meyer Stern was married

memorial text:
Von rechtlicher, edler Denkungsart
beliebt bei allen, die ihn kannten
ein treuer Gatte, ein guter Vater
lebte er nur für die Seinen.
Ein plötzlicher Tod entriss ihn nur zu frueh
seiner tieferauernden Familie
Friede seiner Asche

0182 - no inscription visible

0183 - Sara Stern nee Bier
born 11 Jan 1830 in Oettingen
died 02 Dec 1893 in Feuchtwangen
daughter of Koppel Michael Bier + wife Berele Rosenthaler
she died as a widow

0184 - inscription traces visible

0185 - David Baertig
born 27 Feb 1818 in Schopfloch
died 19 May 1894 in Leutershausen
son of Salomon Mayer + Teichel Baertig in Schopfloch
husband of Bertha nee Steinreich - grave 0200

0186 - no inscription visible

0187 - Friederike Ansbacher
born ca 1849 in Leutershausen
died 15 Aug 1894 in Schopfloch
unmarried daughter of Moses + Fanni Ansbacher in Leutershausen
her sister Therese had married Wolf Altmann = grave 0077
0188 - Gabriel Kuenzelsauer from Unterdeufstetten
c. 1821 - 04 Oct 1893
father of Felix Kuenzelsauer (for details see grave 0002)
husband of Fanny nee Schlachter

0189 - no inscription visible

0190 - Salomon (2) Levite - Shlomo = son of Nesanel Halevi
born 23 Nov 1830 in Moenchsroth
died 11 Apr 1893 in Moenchsroth
son of Sandel David Levite + wife Rechele née Obermaier
husband of Hanna née Levite - grave 0169

0191 - Michael Sohn from Rotterdam - Michoel = son of Binyomin (died ca 1900 ?)
ca 1830 - 05 Feb 1893
he had lived temporarily in Unterdeufstetten, where he died

0192 - no inscription visible

0193 - no inscription visible

0194 - no inscription visible

0195 - Mali Block (called Amalie) née Pappenheimer
born 02 May 1821 in Schopfloch
died 06 Mar 1892 in Schopfloch
daughter of Hirsh Elias Pappenheimer + wife Jetta née Krehn
widow of Joseph Block - grave 0272
mother of Emma Herold in Schopfloch - grave 0003
mother of Aron Block - grave 0044

0196 - Karoline Neuzeit née Frankfurter
born 05 Jun 1826 in Schopfloch
died 20 Jan 1892 in Schopfloch
daughter of Samuel Joseph Frankfurter + wife Zierle née Murr
wife of Josef Neuzeit (21 Feb 1823 - 6 Sep 1898)
who was a son of Hessel/Hirsch Joseph Neuzeit (17 Feb 1774 - 18 May 1854) + second wife Nennele née Schloss (15 Jul 1788 - 27 Nov 1861)

0197 - Gale Eisenmann (called Karoline) née Hamburger
born 05 Jan 1820 in Schopfloch
died 05 Jan 1892 in Schopfloch
daughter of Jakob Wolf Hamburger + wife Esther née Hofmann
widow of Meier Baer Eisenmann (26 Apr 1800 - 2 Mar 1875)

0198 - Fanni Stettauer - Fegele = wife of ? from Treuchtlingen ?
born ca 1811 in Heidenheim
died 4 Jan 1892 in Schopfloch
widow of Joseph Jacob Stetterau in Treuchtlingen (her second marriage)
her first marriage had been with NN Block, producing a son Salomon Block
Helena Block née Stettauer (grave 0082) was a daughter of Fanni Stettauer's brother-in-law David Jakob Stettauer

0199 - Salomon (1) Levite - Shalom = son of Nesanel (Nathaniel) Halevi
born 19 Jul 1828 in Moenchsroth
died 08 Nov 1891 in Moenchsroth
son of Sandel David Levite + wife Rechele née Obermaier
husband of Jeanette Wollner (born 5 May 1842 in Forth as daughter of Seckel Wollner + wife Klara)
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0200 - Bertha Baertig née Steinreich
born (when ?) in Wassertruedingen
died 13 Aug 1891 in Leutershausen
daughter of Wolf Steinreich + wife Guetel
wife of David Baertig - grave 0185

0201 - no inscription visible

0202 - no inscription visible

0203 - no inscription visible

0204 - Regine Koch née Schulmann
born 13 Jan 1836 in Moenchsroth
died 27 Apr 1890 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Simon Schulmann + wife Breindel née Baer
wife of Hessel Koch (7 Feb 1836 - 20 Sep 1918) = son of Israel Hirsch Koch + Breindel née Thormann
son =
Emil Koch (22 Feb 1867 Moenchsroth - 14 Aug 1942 Theresienstadt) who went to Munich in 1886, since 1901 partner of Heinrich Gutmann factory (decorative feathers) since 1920 cooperating with Kaete Gutmann in a hat trading business, he was not married

0205 - Klara Neu nee Zahl (born Margolis)
born 8 Mar 1817 Schopfloch
died 24 Feb 1890 Schopfloch
daughter of Loew Marum Zahl + wife Roesele
widow of Moses Neu - grave 0224
mother-in-law of Meir Lauchheimer

0206 - Klara Jordan nee Waker
born 29 Dec 1833 in Schopfloch
died 11 Feb 1890 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Wolf Alexander Waker + wife Toelz nee Beheim
wife of Isaac Mendel Jordan - grave 0208

0207 - Amalie Weinberger nee Sohn from Unterdeufstetten
born 08 Aug 1833, died 08 Jan 1890
second wife of cattle dealer Leopold Weinberger in Unterdeufstetten
their son Willi Wolf Weinberger (1868 - 1927) lived in Dinkelsbuehl - grave 0036
Leopold Weinberger's first wife was Bertha nee Kuenzelsauer

0208 - Isaak Mendel Jordan cattle dealer in Dinkelsbuehl
born ca 1831 in Wittelshofen
died 16 Dec 1889 in Dinkelsbuehl
son of Mendel Loew Jordan (grave 0726) + first wife Guetel nee Beheim
husband of Klara nee Waker - grave 0206

0209 - Elkan Levite
born 06 Sep 1821 in Moenchsroth
died 01 Dec 1889 in Moenchsroth
son of Sandel Levite + wife Reichel
husband of first wife Sara nee Ballenberger - grave 0255
husband of second wife was Bertha Schwarz from Schnaittach

0210 - Gabriel Meyer from Moenchsroth
31 Jan 1829 - 22 Nov 1889
(monument by stonemason Koppel Noerdlingen)

0211 - Hirsch Meyer from Moenchsroth
ca 1811 - 17 Nov 1889

0212 - Fani Steinharter nee Ellinger from Wittelshofen
ca 1814 - 25 Aug 1889
since 6 May 1855 wife of Goetz Steinhart (born 23 Jul 1820 in Wittelshofen) who was a son of Gerson Goetz + Sara Steinhart
Fani married as a widow of NN Gallinger

0213 - Amson Lindenthal lace maker in Feuchtwangen - Anshel = son of Yehuda Leib
born 10 Dec 1810 in Feuchtwangen
died 20 Jun 1889 in Feuchtwangen
son of Loew Gabriel Lindenthal (ca 1773 - 29 Jan 1853) + wife Fanni (ca 1767 - 13 Apr 1863)
husband of Babette nee Kronwell (born 15 Apr 1815 in Gunzenhausen as daughter of Ensle + Chaya Kronwell)
his sister Johanna Lindenthal married Dr Moritz Mannheimer - grave 0384

0214 - Blimle Elkan nee Freimann (called Babette)
born 08 Dec 1821 in Lauchheim
died 06 May 1889 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Benedikt Freimann + wife Nanna
wife of Henle Elkan (born 26 Nov 1814 in Moenchsroth as son of Nathan Moses Elkan + wife Breindel)

0215 - Gabriel Stern from Feuchtwangen
ca 1817 - 07 May 1888

0216 - Simon Stern
born 25 Sep 1818 in Feuchtwangen
died 06 Nov 1888 in Feuchtwangen
son of Gabriel Stern + Sprinz nee Gutmann
husband of Hanna nee Bernheimer - grave 0084

0217 - Jittel Schulmann from Moenchsroth - wife of Binyomin Schulmann
ca 1810 - 04 Sep 1888
wife of Benjamin Schulmann

0 218 - Rosenthal ??? might be Loew Rosenthal from Unterdeufstetten, who died on 30 Aug 1888 at age 70 ???
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)
0219 - Sara Levite nee Berliner  
born December 1818 in Roth (Franconia)  
died 30 March 1888 in Moenchsroth  
wife of David Loew Levite - grave 0244

0220 - Israel Hirsch Koch  
born 17 Apr 1803 in Moenchsroth  
died 29 Mar 1888 in Moenchsroth  
widower of Breindel/Babette nee Thor mann - grave 0241  
father of Hessel Koch - grave 0204

0221 - Malke Stern nee Rosenfeld  
born 08 Mar 1807 in Schopfloch  
died 26 Jan 1888 in Schopfloch  
daughter of Hirsch Lippmann + Mayle Rosenfeld  
second wife of Aron Stern - grave 0430  
mother of Heumann Stern - grave 0162

0222 - Rosa Ehrenreich from Schopfloch  
ca 1858 - 03 Jan 1888 in Schopfloch  
wife of teacher Isaak Ehrenreich - grave 0373

0223 - Emanuel Ulmann from Feuchtwangen?

0224 - Moses Neu -  Moshe Neu Segal = son of Parnas Dovid from Schopfloch (married, died at age 66)  
born 19 Dec 1818 in Schopfloch  
died 23 Dec 1884 in Schopfloch  
stocking weaver in Schopfloch  
son of Loew Isaak Neu + wife Kroenle nee Block  
husband of Klara nee Zahl - grave 0205

0225 - Jette Rosenfeld nee Enslein  
born ca 1819 in Jochsberg  
died 01 Sep 1884 in Schopfloch  
daughter of Marx Enslein + wife Pesle  
second wife of Heium Loew Rosenfeld - grave 0226

0226 - Heium Loew Rosenfeld  
born 2 Oct 1805 in Schopfloch  
died 29 Oct 1883 in Schopfloch  
son of Hirsch Lippmann Rosenfeld (12 Feb 1775 - 28 Apr 1863) + wife Maile nee Guldmann (11 Apr 1779 - 20 May 1837)  
husband of first wife Rebeka Haettich from Wittelshofen (died 21 Apr 1847)  
husband of second wife Jette nee Enslein - grave 0225

0227 - no inscription visible

0228 - no inscription visible

0229 - Jeanette Ansbacher nee Ansbacher (!)  
born 6 Sep 1817 in Schopfloch  
died 30 Jan 1892 in Schopfloch  
daughter of Salomon Moses Ansbacher + wife Minkele nee Weil  
widow of Lazarus Baer Ansbacher (2 Apr 1802 Jochsberg - 3 Apr 1865 Schopfloch)

ROW 7

0230 - Therese Neuhaeuser nee Schuster  
born 07 Sep 1809 in Moenchsroth  
died 13 Mar 1895 in Schopfloch  
daughter of Salomon Schuster + wife Jette nee Windsbacher  
wife of master shoemaker Isaak Simon Neuhaeuser (30 Oct 1801 Oettingen - 23 Jul 1877 Schopfloch)  
Isaak Simon Neuhaeuser was a son of Simon Hirsch Isaac Neuhaeuser + wife Fradel nee Gutmann (lived in Oettingen)  
he had first married in 1834 in SchopflochVoegele nee Herrmann, who was Elias Mendel Schweds widow and died before 1840

0231 - no inscription visible

0232 - no inscription visible

0233 - Marianne Lehmann nee Kahn from Feuchtwangen  
ca 1829 - 30 Dec 1886  
wife of hazzan + teacher Josef Lehmann - grave 0374

0234 - no inscription visible  ??? Jette Wertheimer ???

0235 - Nathan Regensburger -  son of Gedaliah?  
born 28 Feb 1822 in Feuchtwangen
died 01 Jul 1885 in Feuchtwangen
son of Loew + Roesle Regensburger
husband of Clara Kohn (born 1 May 1833 as daughter of Haenlein + Zierle Kohn in Wassertruedingen)

0236 - Fani Stern from Feuchtwangen - Fradel = daughter of deceased Seligmann Stern
02 Sep 1860 - 25 Oct 1881
unmarried daughter of Seligmann + Sara Stern in Feuchtwangen (Fani's father died before 1881)
memorial text:

O Liebe du hast ausgestritten
und sankest so frueh ins kuehle Grab
Der Schoepfer laesst sich nicht erbitten
Der dir ein besseres Leben gab

0237 - David Ballenberger from Unterdeufstetten - son of Leib Ballenberger
30 Dec 1815 - 21 Jan 1881
son of Loew Ballenberger
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0238 - no inscription visible

0239 - no inscription visible

0240 - no inscription visible

0241 - Babette Koch nee Thormann (born as Breindel)
born 01 Oct 1808 in Altenmuhr
died 17 Oct 1879 in Moenchsroth
wife of Israel Koch in Moenchsroth - grave 0220
mother-in-law of Regine Koch nee Schulmann - grave 0204

0242 - Abraham Ullmann cook in Feuchtwangen
born 24 Dec 1808 in Feuchtwangen
died 22 Jul 1879 in Feuchtwangen
son of Isak Nathan + Zerla Ullmann in Feuchtwangen
husband of Babette nee Dossenheimer from Feuchtwangen (14 Sep 1805 - 16 Oct 1867)
she was a daughter of Moses Joseph + Rachel Dossenheimer

0242 a - sunken monument

0243 - Maier Gutmann tobacco manufacturer in Feuchtwangen
born 12 Aug 1808 in Feuchtwangen
died 06 Jun 1879 in Feuchtwangen
son of Nathan Gabriel + Jachet Gutmann in Feuchtwangen
husband of Regina nee Wassermann (daughter of Amson Elkan + Perl Wassermann in Wallerstein)
she was a granddaughter of famous Court Jew Elkan Wassermann in Harburg

0244 - David Loew Levite
born ca 1805 in Moenchsroth
died 25 May 1879 in Moenchsroth
son of Hirsch David Levite + wife Rechele
husband of Sara Levite nee Berliner - grave 0219

0245 - Jette Bronner
born ca 1810 in Pappenheim
died 26 Jan 1879 in Moenchsroth
she was an unmarried servant for Simon Eppstein's family in Moenchsroth

0246 - no inscription visible

0247 - sunken monument

0248 - Jette Oberdoerfer (a widow) from Wittelshofen
c. 1800 - 21 Feb 1878
probably had married before 1820 Samuel Hirsch Oberdorfer (ca 1796 - 23 May 1853)?

0249 - no inscription visible

0250 - no inscription visible

0251 - no inscription visible

0252 - no inscription visible

0253 - Regine Elkan from Moenchsroth
born ca 1806 in Moenchsroth?
died 14 May 1876 in Moenchsroth
wife of L Elkan
must be Berl nee Schuster (born ca 1804 in Moenchsroth) who married on 9 Jun 1835
master bagmaker Loew Elkan from Moenchsroth (born ca 1808)

0254 - no inscription visible

0255 - Sarah Levite nee Ballenberger
born 02 Jan 1830 in Unterdeufstetten
died 06 May 1875 in Moenchsroth
daughter of Loew + Sara Ballenberger
first wife of Elkan Levite - grave 0209

0256 - sunken monument

0257 - no inscription visible

0258 - no inscription visible

0259 - no inscription visible

0260 - no inscription visible

0261 - no inscription visible

0262 - Heinrich Freundlich cloth dealer in Wittelshofen (born as Hanum Meier) - Chaim Segal Freundlich = son of Shneur?
born 08 Feb 1796 in Wittelshofen
died 07 Jun 1876 in Nuernberg
son of Meier Isaak Freundlich + first wife Voegele
husband of Zierle nee Rosenfeld from Leutershausen (daughter of Susmann + Rosalie Rosenfeld)

0263 - Fradel Wertheimer
born 09 Apr 1803 in Schopfloch
died 30 Apr 1879 in Schopfloch
unmarried daughter of Rochum Isaac Wertheimer (born 1760) + wife Kela nee Hanauer (born 1770)

0264 - no inscription visible

0265 - Esther Hamburger nee Hofmann
born 23 Oct 1794 in Moenchsroth
died 21 Dec 1878 in Schopfloch
wife of Jakob Hamburger - grave 0279
daughter of Israel Nathan Hofmann in Moenchsroth

0266 - no inscription visible

0267 - no inscription visible

0268 - no inscription visible

0269 - no inscription visible

0270 - no inscription visible

0271 - no inscription visible

0272 - Josef Block farmer in Schopfloch
born 25 Mar 1823 in Schopfloch
died 23 Jun 1875 in Schopfloch
son of Moses Block + first wife Hindel nee Kohn
husband of Mali nee Pappenheimer (2 May 1821 - 6 Mar 1892) - grave 0195
father of Aron Block - grave 0044
father of Emma Block - grave 0003
memorial text:
Gewidmet von seinen Enkeln, den Bruedern Block in Goepningen
= dedicated by his grandsons, the Block brothers in Goepningen
Julius + David + Philipp Block were sons of Aron Block, they owned an apron & clothes factory in Goepningen, employing 100 workers

0273 - no inscription visible

0274 - no inscription visible

0275 - no inscription visible

0276 - Fani Dessauer ???
0277 - Josef Block from Schopfloch
08 Oct 1887 - 25 Oct 1891
son of Aaron Block (grave 0044) + Bertha nee Gutmann
see also grave 0339 = Joseph Block = probably the same person!

ROW 8

0278 - Sigmund Lauchheimer from Schopfloch
ca 1879 - 22 May 1889
son of Samuel Lauchheimer + wife Sara nee Jandorf
Sigmund Lauchheimer (born in Schopfloch) got drowned on 22 May 1889 in Woernitz river

0279 - Jakob Hamburger
born 27 Dec 1795 in Schopfloch
died 12 Jan 1885 in Schopfloch
son of Wolf Samuel Hamburger (1764 - 1839) + wife Meyla (1765 - 1852)
husband of Esther nee Hofmann - grave 0265

0280 - Maria (Malka) Kronheimer - Malka
born ca 1797 in Merzbach
died 28 Aug 1883 in Schopfloch
daughter of Jacob Kohn in Merzbach
wife of Moses Hajum Kronheimer (25 May 1791 - 23 Apr 1870)
Malka had first married Jacob Hirsch Weinbach (1809 - 1845) in Harburg

FROM HERE ON GRAVES WITH NO VISIBLE GERMAN INSCRIPTION ARE NO LONGER MENTIONED
0299 - Israel Meier Freundlich - Asher Moshe = son of Meir Segal
born 02 Aug 1806 in Wittelshofen
died 03 Mar 1870 in Wittelshofen
son of Meier Isaak Freundlich + first wife Voegele
husband of Rika nee Stein (born 8 Jul 1810 as daughter of Joseph Stein in Pflaumloch)
memorial text:
Dieses Denkmal wurde dem unvergesslichen
Vater von den Kindern in dankbarer Ergebenheit
im Jahre 1891 neu errichtet
English translation:
this monument was renewed in 1891 for the unforgettable father by the children in grateful submissiveness
(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

0305 - Adolf Landauer from Gerabronn
10 Mar 1812 - 07 Feb 1869

0308 - Lina Levite from Moenchsroth - Hepila ? = daughter of Fischel Levite in Moenchsroth (she was 2 years old ?)
03 Aug 1897 - 10 Nov 1899
daughter of Julius Levite + wife Fanny nee Ries

ROW 9

0310 - Breindel Levi nee Neuburger

0313 - Mina Schlossheimer nee Woernitz (born as Mariam)
born ca 1820 in Wittelshofen
died 08 Feb 1890 in Wittelshofen
daughter of broker Joel Abraham Woernitz
wife of farmer Gumper Schlossheimer - grave 0314

0314 - Gumper Schlossheimer farmer in Wittelshofen
born 02 Jan 1805 in Wittelshofen
died 01 Oct 1885 in Wittelshofen
son of Jacob Gumper Schlossheimer
husband of Mina nee Wernitz - grave 0313

0316 - Simon Eppstein - calligrapher from Moenchsroth
born 28 Apr 1812 in Kleinerdlingen
died 24 Oct 18 .. ? in Moenchsroth
son of Samuel Wolf Eppstein + wife Kela
husband of Sophie nee Regensburger (= widow of Loeb Maier in Moenchsroth)
she was born 7 Jun 1825 in Sulzburger (as daughter of Jacob + Fany Regensburger) and died 6 Mar 1878 in Moenchsroth
and moved to Crailsheim in September 1908 but probably died elsewhere
father of Adolf Eppstein - grave 0001
father of Samuel Eppstein - grave 0375

0320 - Fanni Behr from Moenchsroth
13 Oct 1875 - 25 Sep 1901 ?

0321 - Roesla Block nee Block - died 3 Kislev 633 ?
born 17 Aug 1808 in Schopfloch
died 02 Dec 1872 in Schopfloch
daughter of Isaak Nathan Block + first wife Esther
wife of confectioner Meier Block (31 Jan 1811Bechhofen - 23 Jun 1882 Schopfloch)
hers first marriage hade been with Simon Kusel Gruensfelder in Schopfloch, who died on 21 Dec 1835

0322 - Moses Block
born 18 Nov 1798 in Schopfloch
died 08 Aug 1870 in Schopfloch
son of Isaak Nathan Block + first wife Esther
husband of first wife Hindel nee Koh (3 Apr 1798 - 28 Jan 1855)
husband of second wife Hanna nee Dick (13 Dec 1806 - 11 Feb 1891)

0324 - Moses Bernheimer
born ca 1790 in Jochsberg
died 15 Apr 1869 in Schopfloch
farmer + cattle dealer in Schopfloch since 1822
husband of Gale nee Hamburger - grave 0372

0333 - Julius Loewenmayer (born as Joel) teacher and cantor in Wittelshofen since 1845
born 10 May 1819 in Sulzburger
died 03 Mar 1868 in Wittelshofen
son of Mayer Loewenmayer + wife Hendle nee Dispecker
husband of Luise (Lea) nee Baiersdoerfer (born 28 Dec 1821 as daughter of Hirsch Baiersdoerfer in Sulzburger)

memorial text:

Dieses Denkmal wurde dem unvergesslichen Vater von den Kindern in dankbarer Ergebenheit im Jahre 1900 neu errichtet.

English translation:

this monument was renewed in 1900 for the unforgettable father by the children in grateful submissiveness

(monument by stonemason Koppel in Noerdlingen)

children are known as Sara (died in Koeln), Berta (married in Munich, died 1938), Rosa (married in Frankfurt/Main), Marie (married in Munich) plus a son Simon

a son David Lowenmayer (28 Feb 1853 Wittelshofen - 13 Feb 1939 Haar near Munich) lived in Munich since 1906

0338 - Lena Freundlich
must be Lena Freundlich nee Rosenfeld (26 Sep 1807 Leutershausen - 21 Aug 1880 Wittelshofen)
dughter of Meier + Fru Met Rosenfeld in Leutershausen
wife of farmer Josef Meyer Freundlich in Wittelshofen (2 Feb 1803 - 3 Mar 1867) = son of Maier + first wife Voegele

0339 - Hedwig Block
born ca Sep 1885 in Schopfloch
died 11 May 1893 in Schopfloch
daughter of Aron Block (grave 0044) + Bertha nee Gutmann
+ her brother (twin grave)

Josef Block
born ca Sep 1887 in Schopfloch
died 24 Oct 1891 in Schopfloch
son of Aron Block (grave 0044) + Bertha nee Gutmann
see also grave 0277 = Joseph Block = probably the same person!

0340 - Justin Rosenstein
born 20 Dec 1895 in Schopfloch
died 01 Feb 1896 in Schopfloch
son of teacher Meyer Rosenstein + wife Nelly nee Braun

ROW 10

0343 - Rike Braunschweig nee Thalheimer
born ca 1813 in Hainsfarth (or Kleinerdlingen)
died 02 Jun 1882 in Moenchesroth
daughter of Moyses Hirsch + Brunette Thalheimer (settled in Hainsfarth, but also lived in Kleinerdlingen in early years of marriage)
wife of Meyer Braunschweig (1806 - 1901), teacher in Moenchesroth 1835 - 1882
who was born in Ederheim and died in Wuerzburg, where he had lived in an old people's home since 1896

0345 - Gabriel Stern from Feuchtwangen

0349 - Hirsch Abraham Weihermann
born ca 1802 in Feuchtwangen
died 14 Jul 1866 in Feuchtwangen
husband of Jochebet nee Gutmann (ca 1797 - 14 Aug 1851)
father of Simon Weihermann - grave 0130
father of Wolf Weihermann - grave 0105

0351 - Lazarus Ullmann from Feuchtwangen
must be soap cook Lazarus Isaak Ulmmann (19 Sep 1797 - 18 Feb 1866), son of Isak Nathan + Zerla Ullmann
on 23 Oct 1827 he had married Dina Bettmann from Welbhausen (16 Aug 1804 - 2 Aug 1864), daughter of Veit Bettmann

0360 - Chaim Lamm
born 20 Nov 1798 in Wittelshofen
died 15 Mar 1862 in Wittelshofen
son of Mendel David + Sorie Lamm
husband of first wife = Haanna Schlossheimer (ca 1804 - 11 Oct 1856) from Wittelshofen = daughter of Jakob + Kehle Schlossheimer
husband of second wife = Fanny Degginger (probably died in Munich)

0363 - Sophie Rosenfeld nee Fromm (right side of twin grave)
born 01 Oct 1851 in Fischach
died 08 Jun 1920 in Schopfloch
daughter of Isac Fromm + Jette nee Laemmlein
wife of Hermann Rosenfeld (left side of twin grave) from Schopfloch
born 06 Sep 1846 in Schopfloch
died 24 Aug 1901 in Schopfloch
son of Isaaas Rosenfeld (grave 0365) + wife Sara nee Ehrlich
couple got married in Noerdlingen on 19 Aug 1872
0364 - Heinrich Rosenfeld from Schopfloch
24 Aug 1875 - 17 Nov 1889
son of Hermann Rosenfeld + wife Sophie nee Fromm

0365 - Isaias Rosenfeld from Schopfloch - mohel + shofar blower (ba'altokea) + grave digger
born 12 Sep 1812 in Schopfloch
died 06 Jan 1889 in Schopfloch
son of Hirsch Lipmann Rosenfeld (1775 - 1863) + wife Maile nee Guldmann (1779 - 1837) - grave 0461
husband of Sara nee Ehrlich
father of Hermann Rosenfeld = grave 0363

0367 - Mina Schlossberger (called Minkle) from Unterdeufstetten
c 1825 - 29 Aug 1873
wife of Gumper Schlossberger

0369 - Hanna Hamburger nee Neumark
born 19 Nov 1830 in Georgensburg
died 08 Feb 1866 in Dinkelsbuehl
daughter of Abraham + Guetel Neumark
first wife of Seligmann Hamburger (1830 - 1904) - grave 0125

0370 - Juliane Weihermann nee Lang
born 11 Oct 1842 in Burgkundstadt
died 11 Dec 1865 in Feuchtwangen
first wife of Wolf Weihermann - grave 0105

0372 - Gale Bernheimer (called Karoline) nee Hamburger
born 20 Jan 1804 in Schopfloch
died 04 Apr 1865 in Schopfloch
daughter of Wolf Samuel Hamburger + wife Maile
wife of Moses Samuel Bernheimer - grave 0324

0373 - Ehrenreich = teacher Isaak Ehrenreich in Schopfloch
born ca 1849 (where ?)
died 04 Jan 1894 in Schopfloch
son of ???
husband of Rosa Ehrenreich - grave 0222

0374 - Josef Lehmann - hazzan + teacher in Feuchtwangen
born ca 1818 (where ??? not in Feuchtwangen)
died 3 May 1894 in Feuchtwangen
son of ???
husband of Marianne Lehmann - grave 0233

0375 - Samuel Eppstein - teacher in Unterdeufstetten - Shmuel Ze'ev
born 28 Dec 1860 in Moenchsroth
died 26 Mar 1901 in Unterdeufstetten
son of Simon Eppstein (grave 0316) + wife Sophie nee Regensburger
husband of Hannchen nee Maier (born 16 Dec 1857 in Unterdeufstetten)
brother of Adolf Eppstein - grave 0001

ROW 11

0377 - Gila Schlossheimer from Wittelshofen - Theres = daughter of Gavriel Bunem
14 Feb 1882 - 23 Mar 1886

0384 - Dr Moritz Mannheimer - practitioner in Dinkelsbuehl - a Cohen
born 08 Aug 1808 in Schopfloch
died 28 May 1861 in Dinkelsbuehl

memorial text:

Dieses Denkmal wurde dem unvergesslichen Vater von seinen saemtlichen in Amerika sich befindlichen Kindern im Jahre 1902 neu errichtet

English translation:
Dr Moritz Mannheimer had married Johanna nee Lindenthal from Feuchtwangen, who emigrated as a widow with her children to Chicago, Illinois USA where she died on 16 Nov 1881 at her daughter Emma's home. She was born on 6 Apr 1813. Her children are known as Mina (married Louis Goodkind), Godfrey (married Carrie Fuller), Robert, Emil, Dr Michael (married Augusta Rosenberg), Jacob (married Louisa Gruber), Sigmund, Mathilda (married Albert Frankenthal) and Emma (16 Jan 1855 Dinkelsbuehl - 25 Sep 1890 Chicago) who had married on 3 Mar 1872 in Chicago.

Dr Moritz Mannheimer's father Ruben Cohen Mannheimer (born 1762) once was hazzan in Schopfloch, his wife Baerl was born 1771

Therese might have been Isaac Gabriel's second wife. Therese Rosskamm (born as Treinle) nee Ries, born ca 1808 in Hainsfarth, died 20 Sep 1860 in Wittelshofen. daughter of Salomon David Ries + wife Judith, since 7 May 1844 wife of Isaac Gabriel Rosskamm, horse & carriage renter in Wittelshofen (he was a son of Mendel Rosskam).

Kiefe Bischofsheimer (born as Akiva Halevi) bed feather + linen dealer in Feuchtwangen. born 19 Apr 1793 in Feuchtwangen, died (when?) in Feuchtwangen. Son of Isaac Jeitel + Fradel Bischofsheimer, around 1825 he married Tolz nee Steiner (15 Oct 1799 - 8 Sep 1873) from Steinhart = daughter of Salomon + Treinle Steiner. Kiefe was father of Heinrich Bischofsheimer (grave 0107) + Salomon Bischofsheimer (grave 0152) + Jette Bischofsheimer (grave 0102)


Maile Rosenfeld nee Guldmann, born 11 Apr 1779 in Harburg, died 20 May 1837 in Schopfloch. Daughter of Hajum Hirsch Guldmann + wife Clara nee Rosenfeld (Clara was born in Dittenheim)
wife of Hirsch Lippmann Rosenfeld (12 Feb 1775 - 28 Apr 1863)

ROW 15

0489 - Shifra A...
died 20 Nov 1891  ???

ROW 21

0595 - Hendle Holzinger (nee Haenlein ?)
born 1805 in Ederheim ?
died 22 Jan 1844 in Feuchtwangen
wife of Mendel Holzinger
(monument dedicated by Jeremias Holzinger in Windsbach + Emil Holzinger)

ROW 25

0671 - Karoline Oberdorfer (from Wittelshofen ?)

0676 - Naenele (rather Nani) Weinland nee Gutmann
born 17 Sep 1814 in Schopfloch
died 06 Oct 1854 in Wittelshofen
daughter of Marx Salomon Gutmann + wife Rosel nee Ansbacher in Schopfloch
wife of cobbler David Loeb Weinland in Wittelshofen (born 7 Sep 1809 as son of Mendel Weinland or Weinlaender)
monument dedicated by her children Marx Meier + Elias Weinland + Therese Hagemann ?
+ Rosel Lindauer (in Jebenhausen) + Jeanette Mendelsohn
Roesel Weinland (27 Dec 1842 Wittelshofen - 28 Mar 1886 Esslingen) married on 6 Jul 1865 in Jebenhausen
husband of first wife Manasse (Max) Lindauer (24 Aug 1840 Jebenhausen - 17 Jul 1902 Esslingen)
couple lived in Esslingen since 1875 - they had 13 children

0682 - Zierle Freundlich from Wittelshofen
could be Heinrich Freundlich's wife Zierle nee Rosenfeld (daughter of Susmann + Rosalie Rosenfeld in Leutershausen)
they got married on 8 Sep 1824 - for Heinrich Rosenfeld see grave 0262
(grave monument dedicated by her son Isaak/Ignatz Freundlich, born 26 Nov 1828, since 1861 iron wholesaler in Nuernberg)

ROW 27

0704 - Nathan Elkan
probably Nathan Moises Elkan in Moenchsroth (ca 1780 - 07 Sep 1839)
son of Moyses Simon Elkan + wife Marchum ?
husband of Brendel (1777 - 26 Nov 1859)
Nathan Moises Elkan's son Henle Elkan married Babette nee Freimann - grave 0214

ROW 28

0726 - Mendel Jordan cattle dealer in Wittelshofen
born ca 1785 in Wittelshofen
died 22 Aug 1849 in Wittelshofen
son of Loew Seckel Jordan (died before 1817) + wife Fradel (ca 1745 - 8 May 1825)
husband of first wife Guetel nee Beheim (ca 1794 - 31 Mar 1835)
husband of second wife Schendel (born 16 Apr 1796) = widow of Moritz Weinmann in Wallerstein (died 31 Jan 1837)
father of Isak Mendel Jordan - grave 0208
father of Fritz (Fradel) Jordan - grave 153 (she married Isaak Wolf Waker)
grandfather of Emanuel Jordan - grave 0067

ROW 29

0743 - Abraham Isaak Oestreicher from Wittelshofen
20 Feb 1778 - 07 Sep 1852
husband of Mali who emigrated to North America after 1852
father of farmer Isaak Oestreicher (born 24 Apr 1804)
who married (1) Mariana Marx from Moenchsroth on 25 May 1831 (daughter of Wolf + Soele Marx)
Isaak Oestreicher married (2) widow Jeanette Jordan on 20 Dec 1853
Abraham Isaak Oestreicher maybe also be the father of Julius Austrian (26 Nov 1821 Wittelshofen - 18 Mar 1891 St Paul, Minnesota USA)
who married Hanna nee Freundenthal (died 1908 in Chicago, Illinois USA)

0743 a - Seckel Aron Wolf Gutmann from Moenchsroth
(monument lies on ground)

ROW 30

0759 - Seligmann Gutmann from Feuchtwangen - Parnas - son of Gavriel Gutmann
ca 1789 - 11 Feb 1855
son of Gabriel Gutmann
husband of Jochebet (who died before 1855)
text from holy scripture (in German):
Vor dir her ist dein Heil gegangen
und die Herrlichkeit Gottes hat deinen
memorial text:
Dieses Denkmal wurde von den Enkeln
in treu ergebener Pietaet
neu errichtet im Jahre 1883
English translation:
this monument was renewed in 1883
by the grandchildren in faithfully submitted reference
(monument by stonemason Burlein in Munich)
Seligmann Gutmann had a son Joel Seligmann Gutmann (born 2 Oct 1802) who married on 29 Aug 1825
Reiz Weilheimer (born 17 Sep 1807 as daughter of Hirsch Aron + Feiele Weilheimer in Ichenhausen)

ROW 32

0798 - Menachem - called Mendlin (son of R. Moses Spira) died 01 Sep 1636 # - Moshe = son of Meir (died 7 Jan 1616 ?)
0799 - Elieser (son of R. Naphtali) died 21/22 Sep 1615 #
???? - Jesajas (son of Juda ?) died 29 May 1580 #
# foto + name identification by Theodor Harburger in 1929